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For the matrix neutral difference-differential equation i(t) + A3i(t - T) = 
Bx(t) + Cx(t - T) we construct a quadratic Liapunov functional which gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the solutions 
of that equation. We consider a difference equation approximation of the 
difference-differential equation, and for this difference equation we construct 
a Liapunov function from which we obtain the desired Liaprmov functional 
by an appropriate limiting process. The Liapunov functional thus obtained 
gives the best possible estimate for the rates of growth or decay of the solutions 
of the matrix neutral difference-differential equation. The results obtained are 
natural generalizations of previous results obtained for a matrix retarded 
difference-differential equation with one delay. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear autonomous matrix neutral difference-differential equation 
with one delay 
k(t) + Aqt - T) = Bx(t) + Cx(t - T), t > 0, (1.1) 
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where x(t) is an n-vector function of time, A, B and C are constant n .J n 
matrices and 7 3 0. Our purpose is to construct a Liapunov functional that 
characterizes the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of equation (1 .I). 
For a linear autonomous retarded difference-differential equation with one 
delay this same problem was considered recently in [9] for the scalar case, and 
in [8] for the matrix case. We will show that the procedures developed in [9] and 
[8] can be extended for the neutral difference-differential equation (1,l). 
Several authors, notably Hale [3, 61, Melvin [14] and Sendaula [15], have 
considered Liapunov functionals for neutral functional differential equations. 
Those Liapunov functionals only give sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
stability of the solutions. The Liapunov functional constructed in this paper 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the 
solutions of (1.1); moreover, it provides the best possible estimate for the rates 
of growth or decay of the solutions. 
As in [9], we first consider a difference-equation approximation of the scalar 
equation 
“(Q + aqt - 7) = bx(t) + cx(t - 7.), t > 0. (1.2) 
For such a difference equation we construct, by means of well-known methods, 
a Liapunov function that gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
asymptotic stability of the solutions. Taking appropriate limits on this Liapunov 
function we obtain the desired Liapunov functional for equation (1.2). 
The Liapunov functional for the matrix neutral difference-differential equa- 
tion (1.1) is then obtain as a generalization of the one for the scalar equation. 
As in [g], the structure of the Liapunov functional is completely analyzed. 
The Liapunov functional constructed depends critically on a matrix function 
which must satisfy a special functional differential equation. The existence, 
uniqueness and structure of the solutions of this equation are described. This 
special equation is a generalization of the one studied in [l]. 
2. THE NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let &([a, b], 9’“) be the space of all Lebesgue square integrable functions 
defined on [a, b] with values on s’n, and denote by Wsl([u, b], B?) the space of 
all absolutely continuous functions which have the first derivative inL,([a, b], P). 
With r > 0 fixed, consider the Hilbert space X = WZ1([-7, 01, 9’“) with the 
inner product 
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Here, the superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix. Let x, 3~: [-7, co) + 
9P; then for t > 0 we define the functions xt , *t: [-T, 0] + 9@ by x,(6) = 
x(t + e>, *t(e) = iqt + e). 
Consider the matrix neutral difference-differential equation 
3;(t) + A3i(t - T) = Bx(t) + Cx(t - T), t > 0, (2.1) 
where A, B, C are n x n constant matrices, x(t) is an n-vector and T 3 0. Let 
x0 =+ (2.2) 
be a given initial condition, with $ E X. 
A solution of the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.2) is a function x: [-r, co) -+ 
FP that satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) x,EXforeacht 30; 
(b) x satisfies the equation (2.1) a.e. (almost everywhere) on [0, co); and 
(4 x0 = 4. 
It is known that the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.2) has a unique solution 
which depends continuously on the initial data in the norm of X’. A proof of 
this result is given by Melvin [13], who used the norm 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to the norm defined on our Hilbert space. 
We consider the solution operator T(t): X -+ X, defined by T(t)+ = xt , 
+ E &?, t 2 0. The family T(t), t > 0, is a Co-semigroup. The infinitesimal 
generator & of T(t) is given by JZZ’$ = 4’ and it has a domain Z@(d), dense in &‘, 
defined by 
L@(d) = (y5 E Z’ I+’ E 2 and+‘(O) + A+‘(--7) = B+(O) + C$(-T)}, 
[31* 
Let u(d) denote the spectrum of &‘, i.e., 
u(d) = {A 1 det[h(l + AcAT) - B - Ce-**I = O}. (2.3) 
Then, [3], there exists a constant y such that Re(X) < y for all X E a(&). Also, 
for every E > 0 there exists a constant K 3 1 such that 
II V>llw,m, < ~~(Y+f)t. (2.4) 
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For our purposes, it is convenient to consider a representation of the solutions 
of (2.1) which is given for every t, u 3 0 by the formula 
+ j” Y(u - cd- T)[CX,(ci) - Ax;(a)] da, (2.5) 
--7 
where the matrix Y is the solution of initial value problem 
Y(t - 24) = I + St-’ d,Y(t - p - 7-y + jt Y(t - f!3)B dp 
u u 
+ jut-’ 
(2.6) 
Y(t - ,6 - .)C d& 
Y(0) = I, Y(t - u) = 0 for t < 24. 
The integrals in (2.6) are Lebesgue-Stieljes integrals, Y(t - u) as a function of u 
is left continuous and Var Y(t - .) < 00 on [u, t] for every t > u, [7]. From 
(2.6) we have 
Y(t - u) + Y(t - u - T)A = I + A + jt [Y(t - fl)B + Y(t - ,‘3 - T)C] d/3. 
u 
(2.7) 
For xt ECB(JZ!) it follows from (2.5) that Y(t - U) + Y(t - u - T)A is an 
absolutely continuous matrix valued function. Then from (2.7) we have that 
$ [Y(t - U) + Y(t - U - T)A] = -Y(t - u)B - Y(t - 24 - T)C, a.e., 
or 
& [Y(v) + Y(a - T)A] = Y(v)B + Y(v - T)C, a.e. (2.8) 
3. A LIAPUNOV FUNCTION FOR A DIFFERENCE EQUATION APPROXIMATION 
OF THE SCALAR NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Our purpose in this section is the construction of a Liapunov function for a 
difference equation approximation of the scalar neutral difference-differential 
equation 
g(t) + Uf(t - T) = h(t) + CX(t - T), t > 0. (3.1) 
Let N be fixed, and let the intervals [0, 03), [-T, 0] be subdivided in sub- 
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intervals of equal length T/N. Denote the values of the function ~~(8) at the mesh 
points (Q~,~)(-J(T/N))), by xkJ, K = 0, l,..., J = 0 ,..., N. We thus obtain 
the difference equation 
0 
xk+l - xlco + u(xf+:l - XkN) = $ (bx,” + CXkN) 
xi,, = x$-l, ] = I,..., N, k = 0, l,..., 
an approximation to (3.1). We assume, in this section, that c # 0, a # 0, and 
rewrite this difference equation in the form 
Yk+l = f&k 9 (3.2) 
where yk denotes the (2N + 1)-dimensional vector 
yk = (cxk’, cx,l,..., cxkN, --a xk;;xkl ,..., --a “-:,Nxk 
N T  
) , (3.3) 
and the (2N + 1) x (2N + 1) matrix A is given by 
f$= 
‘(l+$b) 0 ** 0 
+ 
0 ...a 0 
GE 
1 0 ** 0 0 0 .-.- 0 0 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ** 1 0 0 0 0 
(3.4) 
ab -- 
oc 
0 . . 0 --a 0 . . . . 0 --a 
0 ** 0 0 1 .**a 0 0 
. . . . . . . . I . . . 
0 0 .* 0 0 0 *-** 1 0 J 
It is well-known how to construct a Liapunov function for the difference 
equation (3.2) so as to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymp- 
totic stability of its solutions, [ 11, 121. For this purpose, we consider a Liapunov 
function given by p(yk) = ykTDyk , where D is a positive definite matrix. 
Then the forward difference A r( y,J = p( yktl) - p( yk) is given by A v(yk) = 
-ykTEyk , where -E = gTDa - D. I f  E is a positive definite matrix, then 
the solutions will be asymptotically stable. On the other hand, if we have 
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asymptotic stability, i.e., all eigenvalues of a have modulus strictly less than 
one, then for every positive definite matrix E there exists a unique positive 
definite matrix D that satisfies the equation ATDAn - D = --E. Moreover, if 
for some real number $, 0 < fi < 1, all the eigenvalues of the matrix 
(l/(1 - p)l’“)~ h ave modulus less than one, then to every positive definite 
matrix E there corresponds a unique positive definite matrix D that satisfies 
the equation 
zdDd- (1 --/I)0 = -E. (35) 
If p((yJ = ykTDy, , then d p( ylc) = -ykTEy, - $ykTDy, < -+I p( yk). 
The matrix a of particular interest here is seen to be equivalent to a matrix 
in companion form. In this case, for the existence, uniqueness and positive 
definiteness of the matrix D of equation (3.5) it suffices, [12], for the matrix E 
to be positive semidefinite and not identically equal to zero. This remark 
allows us to choose particularly simple matrices E; our purpose is to obtain as 
simple a form as possible for this matrix D and for this it is convenient, given the 
special form of the matrix a, to restrict ourselves to certain choices of E. We 
shall represent the unique solution D of equation (3.5) in the form 
(3.6) 
where CL is a scalar, rT = (rr ,..., r,,,) and FT = (F1 ,..., TN) are N-dimensional 
vectors, Q = (pii) and & = ((iii) are N x N symmetric matrices and & = (giii) 
is an N x N matrix. 
The substitution of (3.4)and (3.6) into equation(3.5)suggests that a particularly 
simple form for the matrix D can be obtained if the matrix E = ET = (eii) is 
chosen to have zero entries everywhere except the elements eir , el,N+l = e,+i,r , 
e1,2N+1 = e2N+l.l , eN+l.N+l ? eN+l,2N+l , e2N+1.N+1 and eaN+r,aN+i. Moreover, the 
simplicity of the structure of the matrix A allows for the vector rT = r”r = 
(Tl 9.-e, yN) and for the matrices Q, Q and & to be related by qi,j = 6,, = <i,i for 
i #j, i,j = l,..., N and for gtizi = 0 for i = 1 ,..., N if the following equations 
are satisfied 
Qi.i = (1 - P)Qi-l,i-1 9 i,j=2 ,..., N, (3.7a) 
i&i = (1 - $,4,-1.,-l , i = 2,..., N, (3.7b) 
Ti + c - qi.1 - (1 -&P)Qi-l,f.J = 0, i = 2,..., N, (3.7c) 
(1 + & 6) ri + (1 - $) 41,s - (1 - $)r<-i = 0, i = 2,..., N, (3.7d) 
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and the nonzero elements of E are selected as 
el,N+l = eN+l.l = e1.2N+1 = e2N+l.l 
zzzz- 
I( 
-,-.,,)(l+~b)+(l--)~cr, 
N 
i-$&,-(1 -I;)$]> 
2 
a - 2ar, -C N ’ + a2(ill - (l - $>!h,N 3 1 (3’7g) 
e2N+1.N+1 = eN+1.2N+1 = - (3.7h) 
From equations (3.7a-b) it follows that 
qi.j = (1 - fi)-N+iqN.N-(i-j) , i>j 
4i,i = (1 - @)ie141.1 > i = l,..., N 
ti,i = (1 - @>i-‘f&,1 t i = l,..., N 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
(3.8~) 
Equations (3.7c-d), through use of equations (3.8a-c), yield 
qN,i-2 - qN.i-1+ a(1 - fi)-N+i-1(qN,N-(i-2) - qN.N-(i-d 
= 5 bqN,i-l + fiqN,(-2 + (1 - $)-N+i-l qN,jq-((-1) $ c, i = 3,..., N, 
P-9 
% j+ c = (I - $jFN” (a + $ c, qN,N-1 + (1 + 5 b) qN.l , (3.10) 
Now, letting p((xk) = (T/N)~ p(y,), where x, = (~~0, xkl,..., xkN), a = 
(WW2~~ p = (T/N) c2q11, 7 = a2(T/N)&;, , TV = &(N/T)@, and using 3.7a-d), 
(3.8a-c), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain the desired Liapunov function in the form 
P(Xk) = Z(XkO)2 
+ 2x.%o f [a (1 - 2 $ p)-N+i qN,N-(I-1) + (1 - j2)qN. N-l] 
f=2 
cxki - a 
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[(1-2~~)-N+1(~+~C)4~.~-1+(1 +$b)4N,l] 
x 
( 
CXkl - a xkQNxkl ) 
+ 2 t2 gl (CX: - (I x’w:,Gxhi )( 1 - 2 -j+ p)-Ner QN,N-(i-j) 
3-l _ x j 
x cxkj _ Q xk 
( r/N 
k ) $$ 
+ $l (1 - 2 +)-Nii p(xkqs 5 
+ g1 (1 - 2 2JN+z 7 ( xi-:,$x”i )” &, 
and its forward difference, divided by T/N, 
m%) = 
r/N [ 
2lqb + p) + a2 $ + /I + b2y 
+ 2 (1 + $ b) (C - Ub) [(I - 2 $ /J)-N+l(U + j+ C) Qh~~7-1 
(3.11) 
+ (1 + $- q 4N.11 (Xk0J2 
+ [%” $ - 2 5 UC2 [( 1 - 2 + p)-N+l(u + $ c) qN,N-l 
-t (1 + &- b) %,I] + yc” - (1 - 2 $ p)” 81 (xI,N)2 
+ [El22 $ - 2 & a3 [( 1 - 2 $ qN+l(a + $ C) QN,N-* 
+(1+~b)q,,,]+jae-(1-22~)N~]( 
x$-l - XkN 2 
r/N 1 
+ 2 [2 (1 + 5 b) + [( 1 - 2 G PrN+l(a + J+ C) (IN,N-1 
+(1++,,][(1-:)+“--(+b)] 
+ b+ - (1 - 2 5 +4N,l + (1 - 2 5 p)] PN.N-l] c] xkoxkN 
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+ 2 [-22 (1 + + b) - [( 1 - 2 $ /LrNfl(a + $ C) ~N,N-I 
-@+(l--+p)[ u~N,l+(1-2++N,N-l]a]xko 
N-l _ x N 
x 
xk k 
T/N 
+2[-&+-+2a%5- [ ( 1 - 2 6 /J)-N+l( ~2 + j+ C) QN.N-1 
+ (1 + $ b) ~NJ-,  6X7-j XkN x’-$XkN - 2,d(xk), (3.12) 
where the off diagonal terms of the Q matrix must be related by 
qN.i-2 - qN.i-1 
T/N - 
a 1--2&p 
( 
-N+i-1 QN,N-(i-i) - qN.N-(d-2) 
T/N 
= bqN,i-, + 2~~N.i--2 + (1 - 2 G /fN+‘--l c$,,,N-(i-1) , i = 3,..., N, 
(3.13) 
4. A LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL FOR THE SCALAR NEUTRAL 
DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
The results of Section 3 permit us to obtain a Liapunov functional in, an 
explicit form for the scalar neutral difference-differential equation (2.1). For 
this purpose consider the limiting process described by 
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These formal limits applied to equations (3.1 l), (3.12) and (3.13) yield the 
equations 
V(x,) = &.xix,2(o) 
+ 2x,(O) 1” (uezu@+7) 4(T + 0) + d--8McW - 40 de 
-9 
+ 2 1” 1” (cx,(i9) - ax;(O)) e2u(e+T)q(7 + 0 - /3) 
-7 .9 
+ s”, e2uef%,2(6) de + I:, e2uej7x;2(f3) de, (4.1) 
Q4 = PW + PI+ P + b2f + 2(c - Nj4We2~~ + dW1 Q(O) 
+ [-jk2 - fTe-2uT] xt2(--T) + [yu2 - ye-2pT] Q( -T) 
+ 2c[B - Q(T) - 2uq(O) - u2q(7)e2uT + bjj] x,(O) ~~(-9) 
- 2u[& - q(7) - 2uq(O) - u2q(7)e2ur + @] xt(0) a,(-~) 
- 2U+,(--7) &(-7) - 2~~(Xt), (4.2) 
and 
qy-q _ u@U(WT) q’(e + T) = -(b + 2~) 4(-e) - e2’(‘+‘) CQ(e f T). (4.3) 
At this juncture, it is convenient to introduce the notation defined by the 
equations 
&d to let 
Q(e) = p(T - e) e”(‘-‘), 
E = % + p(0) + 2uewTp(T) + u2p(0)e2UT, 
fl = je”r, 
f7 E $ur, 
which introduced into (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) yields the equations 
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+ 2 J” j” (49 - ~~;(~)) e”(2~+e+B)p(fl - O)(cx,@) - ux#)) ~$3 de, 
-7 tJ 
(4.4) 
I+,) = [2(b + p)Fi + ey;+ by) 
+ v + l-4 P(O) + 2eu747)(b + CL) 
+ 2e2uT4c + up) p(0) + @qc + up) P(T)1 x,2@) 
+ [jc2fi - iecu x>(-T) + [eaTu2F - e-8Tq] *t(-T) 
+ 24: + bj@] X,(o) xt(-T> 
- 2u[: + bj&] ~~(0) &(-T) 
- 2ucesTjxt( -r) &( - 7) 
- w7w 
and 
(4.5) 
PV) - &q’(T - e) = (b + p)p(d) i- (C i- up)eU7$(T - 0). (4.6) 
Equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) h ave been obtained by formally taking limits 
on the Liapunov function for the discrete approximation to our original func- 
tional differential equation. It is easy to see that (4.4) is a well-defined functional 
on &’ and a straightforward although laborious computation shows that, if 
(4.6) is satisfied, (4.5) represents the rate of change of the functional (4.4) along 
the solutions of the scalar neutral functional differential equation with initial 
conditions in the domain of the generator; we postpone such an analysis, and use 
the results thus far obtained as motivation for the method of analysis presented 
in the next section. 
5. A LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL FOR THE MATRIX NEUTRAL 
DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
The results of the previous section suggest a form for a Liapunov functional 
for the matrix neutral difference-differential equation (2.1)-(2.2). For this 
purpose, on the space &? consider the real symmetric quadratic form 
V(4) = f(O) M+(O) + err’ 1” p-(e) Re2ue+(e) de -7 
+ euT Jo +ye) &24$‘(f3) de 
-7 
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+ ~T(O)[P(O) + PA=P=(T) + e”TP(i-)A + e2@‘7A=P(O)A] c+(O) 
+ 2f(O) /:T e~(Tf”)(P(a + T) + eGTATPT(-a)) ’ (C$(u) - A+‘(a)) da 
+ 2 J”” J” (f(a)CT - r$“(a)AT) P(/3 - a)&2~+a+fl’ 
&ii’- A+‘(P)) 43 da, (5.1) 
where p is a real number, M, I?, S are constant D x n real positive definite 
matrices, and P(a), 0 < 01 < 7, is a continuously differentiable matrix; we 
assume that P(a) is a solution of the initial value problem for the functional 
differential equation 
P’(a) - euTATPT’(7 - a) = (B + ~1) P(a) + efi7(CT + p/l=) PT(7 - a), 
0 ,< OL ,( 7, (5.2) 
P(0) = PT(0) = PO, (5.3) 
where PO is an arbitrary symmetric matrix. 
Consider the FrCchet differentiable functional (5.1) evaluated along a solution 
of (2.1)-(2.2) with initial conditions in ~(Jx?); this yields a function of time, 
denoted by V(t) = V(x,), h h w ic is differentiable along such solution; after a 
straightforward but lengthy computation, and through use of (5.2)-(5.3), we 
obtain that 
d 
V(t) = -& Y(x,) = Y(x,) = -2pY(xt) 
+ xtT(0)[(B* + pI)M + M(B + $1 2eW 4 BTSB) 
+ (BT + ~1) P(O) + p(O)(B + ~1) + euT(CT + dT> P’(T) 
+ euTP(,)(C + pA) + euTATPT(T)(B + ~1) 
+ eur(BT + ~1) P(T)A + e2uATP(0)(C $ pA) 
+ egur(CT + pAT) P(O)A] q(O) 
- e+(x,(O), xt(-7), &(-7)) = U(Xt>, (5.4) 
where 
ii+,(O), xt(-7), L&(--T)) = [x,T(O), -e-TT(-3, -~u7~tT(-41 
R + B=SB (M + eUTBTS)C -(M + eu7BTS)A 40) 
. CT(M + ep7SB) R - e2uTTSC e2GrCTSA I[ 1 -e-u7xt(-7) . -AT(M + euTSB) e2w7ATSC S - e2uAATSA -e--LL7&(-7) 
(5.5) 
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This computation is valid only on solutions with initial data on g(d); however 
a direct application of Theorem 3.9 of [16] yields that for any solution with 
initial condition on .@ we have that for 
q,,> 3 j& wG,A) - VG) 
A10 A f qxt>. 
The objective of this paper is to show that it is possible to give an estimate 
of the rate of growth or decay of the solutions of the matrix neutral difference- 
differential equation (2.1)-(2.2), using a functional of the form (5.1) and its 
derivative (5.4). 
For this purpose, let y = max(Re ] h E u(d)}. Given E > 0 and --p = y + 2~ 
we wish to show there exist matrices M, R, S and a differentiable matrix P(E) 
satisfying (5.2)-(5.3) so that for the functionals V(4) and U($) given by (5.1) and 
(5.4) with these matrices we have that 
and 
for some positive constants c, , c, . If this is possible, a norm is induced bv the 
square root of the Liapunov functional (5.1), which 
{V($))J2. Relationships (5.6) and (5.7) show that the 
are equivalent on &‘, and that 
we denote by [ +jYz = 
norms /I * 11~ and [. [s 
or 
II xt I/s < [+J2 II x0 I/S &. 
(5.8) 
The estimates (5.8) and (5.9) are precisely those stated in (2.4). Note that the 
norm 1 .ilz is the best possible one in the sense that it yields (2.4) with K = 1. 
Also, if y < 0, it follows from (5.8) or (5.9) that the Liapunov functional (5.1) 
proves uniform exponential asymptotic stability for the solutions of (2.1). 
In this manner, we have the following. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the matrix neutral difference-d@rential equation with 
one delay 
it(t) + Acqt - T) = Bx(t) + Cx(t - T) 
and the Liapunov functional given by equation (5.1). Let 
y = max{Re h 1 det[h(l + Ae+) - B - Ce@] = 0) 
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and E > 0. If there exist constant positive definite matrices AI, R, S and a d&&-n- 
tiable matrix P(a), 0 < a: ,( T, that satisfies (5.2) with P(0) = P(O)=, such that 
the inequalities (5.6) and (5.7) hold with c1 , cz positive and with -p = y  + 2~; 
then the solutions of the da&ence-diSferentia1 equation satisfy the exponential 
bound (5.9) and the equation is exponentially asymptotically stable ;f p > 0. 
In the next two sections we show that an appropriate differentiable matrix 
P(a) as required by the above theorem can always be chosen, and we analyze 
its structure. In a further section we determine appropriate matrices M, R and S 
so that the conditions for the above theorem are always satisfied. We thus 
demonstrate the existence of a Liapunov functional of the stated form for the 
neutral functional differential equation. 
At this juncture, we remark, for repeated later use, that for the particular 
above choice of --p = y + 2~, the spectral radius of euTA is always less than 
one. Indeed, letting x(t) = e-uty(t), t 3 0, our original functional differential 
equation (2.1) becomes 
j(t) + eYT4(t - 4 = (B + d)r(t> + (C + 4) ewy(t - T), t 3 0, 
for which the solution operator is given by T(t)eut, where T(t) is the solution 
operator of equation (2.1). Now, using equation (2.4) and -p = y + 2c, we 
note that I/ T(t)eot I)(~“,HJ < Keect, E > 0, which implies the uniform asymptotic 
stability of the solutions of the above equation. But, from [S], this implies that 
the solution to the difference equation g(t) + eu’Ay(t - T) = 0 is also uni- 
formly asymptotically stable. But this can be the case if and only if the spectral 
radius of eu7l-l is strictly less than one. 
6. THE FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR P(a) 
In this section we consider the functional differential equation 
P’(a) - ~“TA~P’~(T - CX) = (B= + ~1) P(a) + (CT + ,uAT) PT(7 - 01), 
---co < a < co, (6.1) 
with the initial condition 
P($)=K, (6.2) 
where K is an arbitrary n x n matrix. Without any loss of generality, let p = 0 
in equation (6.1), thus obtaining 
P’(a) - A=P’=(T - u) = B=P(or) + C=P’(, - a), --co<a<co. (6.1’) 
For the particular case A = 0, namely 
P’(a) = FP(a) + CTPT(T - 01), --to<a!<aJ, (6.1”) 
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it has been shown in [l] that the solutions of such an equation with initial 
conditions given by (6.2) exist and are unique and that the linear vector space 
of all solutions of such an equation has dimension n2; moreover an algebraic 
representation of these solutions was presented. The results for the more 
general equation (6.1’) are analogous to those presented in [l] for equation (6.1”) 
and we only sketch them here. We assume in the sequel that all the eigenvalues 
of A lie strictly inside the unit circle. 
Defining the matrix F(U) = P(T - cz), the functional differential equation 
(6.1’) with the initial condition (6.2) reduces to the system of ordinary differential 
equations 
or 
I”(E) + AT’(a) = BT(a) + CTF(ci) 
+)A + F’(a) = -P(a)C - F(a)B 
(6.3) 
P’(a) - AT( = B=P(a) + A=P(cxjC + cTF(a) + A=F(a.)B 
F’(a) - AT( = -P(a)C - BV’(a)A - F(a)B - CTF(OL)A 
(6.3’) 
with initial conditions 
P 2 =K, 
( 1 
F (5) = K=. (6.4) 
Consider the notation 
PI44 
Pb) = (P&N = [ I i = [P*lwY~ P*&L Pn*b> 
where p,*(a) and p*$(c~) are, respectively, the ith row and thejth column of P(a). 
Then, equations (6.3’) and (6.4) can be rewritten, through the use of the 
Kronecker (or direct) product of two matrices [lo] as the 2n2 system of ordinary 
differential equations 
I-ABA C 0 I-&Al $[;;:;I 
= BOI+AOC 
[ 
cOI+AOB ~(4 
-I@C--BOA I[ 1 -I@B--CBA f(a)’ (65) 
with initial conditions 
p (;) = [I+ ,..., km*]=, f(a) = [KT, ,..., kQT. (6.6) 
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Using the fact that 1 is not an eigenvalue of A, then I - A is invertible and 
so is I - A @A. Thus the system (6.5) can be rewritten as 
d ~(4 
z f(4 [ 1 
=[ 
(I - A @ A)-1 (I - A @ A)-1 
.(B@I+A@C) -(C@I$ A @B) PM (I - A  )-1 (I - A @ A)-l 
.(-I@C’-BOA) a(-I@B- C@A) Jr Is j(a) 
(6.5’) 
Consider now the uniqueness of solutions of (6.1’)-(6.2). If this initial value 
problem has a differentiable solution P(a) defined on - co < 01 < co, it follows 
that the pair of matrices P(cx), F(a) with F(a) = F(T - ol), will satisfy (6.3), 
(6.4) and then the pair of vectors p(a),f(a) as defined above, will satisfy (6.5’), 
(6.6). Because of the linearity of all the equations, and the uniqueness of the 
solutions of (6.5’), (6.6), it follows that the solution P(a) of (6.1’), (6 2) is unique. 
Consider now the question of existence of solutions of (6 l’)-(6 2). The 
initial value problem (6.5’)/(6.6) h as a unique solution (p(a), f(a)) defined on 
--co < 01 < 00. This implies the existence of a unique pair of differentiable 
matrices P(a), F(cu) defined on --co < 01 < co and satisfying (6.3), (6.4). 
These equations can be rewritten as 
; P(a) + AT $“(a) = B=P(or) + cTF(ol) 
$7 - a) + AT & P*(T - a) = BTF(r - a) + CTP(T - a), 
with the initial condition 
P ; =K=FT(;). 
0 
Then it follows, from the uniqueness of the solutions, that F(a) = PT(7 - a) 
for -co < cy < Co. 
Moreover, it is well known, [2,4], that the system (6.5’) has 2n2 linearly 
independent solutions which can be represented in the following fashion. Let 
h 1 ,..., Al , 8 < 2n2, be the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix in (6.5’), that is, 
solutions of the determinental equation 
der (I-A@A)X-(B@I+A@C) 
[ 
-C@I-A@B 
I@C+B@A (I-A@A)X+(I@B+C@A) =” I 
(6.7) 
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each hj j = 1 . . . . /, with algebraic multiplicity rnj and geometric multiplicities 
?Zj’p CL=, ?tjr = mi , Cj mi = 2tl 2. Then, the 2n2 linearly independent solutions 
of (6.5’) are given by 
.T q-i 
( ) 
a-- 
&(a) = en+(T’2)) g1 (q y;,! i cT , 68) 
where q = l,..., nj7, r = l,..., s, C:=, n17 = mj , Cj mj = 2n2, and the 2n2 
linearly independent eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors are given by 
[&I - H]ei,, = -e:r:, e? ~0 3rS , 
where H is the 2n2 x 2n2 matrix in (6.5’). Changing notation and returning from 
the vector to the matrix form, we see that the 2n2 linearly independent solutions 
of (6.3) are given by 
@;A4 
[ I *;A4 
= ,A,(4T/Z)) 
2 (6.9) 
i=l 
for q = l,..., nj’, r = l,..., S, j = l,..., p, Ci=, nj’ = mj , C mj = 2n2, where 
the generalized eigenmatrix pair (L.:,, , M,i,,) associated with the eigenvalue Xj 
satisfies the equations 
(&I - B)Li,T - AL:,r(C* + hA*) - CM;,, - AMj,,B* = AL”;r:A* - Ljr:, 
(6.10) 
L;,,C* + BLj,,AT + M;,,(&I + B *) + (C - hA)M,f,AT = AM;‘A T - Mj;l 
for i = l,..., ?Zj’, r = l,..., S, Ljq, = 0, M:,, = 0. The structure of these 
equations is very special; in fact, if they are multiplied by -1, transposed, and 
written in reverse order, we have 
(+I - B)M;l; - AM;T,(C* - xA*) - CL,“; - AL$B* 
z -AM$-A * + M;r,‘, 
M;,;CT + BM$4 * + L;,;(--xJ + BT) + (C + XA)L;;,A’ 
(6.11) 
= -AL$;:TAT + L;;lT’, 
for i = l,..., fZjr, r = I,..., s, Ly: = Mj9’r = 0. This result shows that if hj 
is a solution of (6.7) --X, will also be a solution; moreover X, and --hi have the 
same geometric multiplicity and the same algebraic multiplicity. Thus, the 
distinct eigenvalues always appear in pairs (Xj , --hi). An examination of equa- 
tions (6.10) and (6.11) h s ows that if the generalized eigenmatrix pair corre- 
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sponding to Aj are (L:,, , M:,r), then the generalized eigenmatrix pair corre- 
sponding to --hi will be (( - 1 ,i+lA4;,: , (- I)i+lL~~r). These remarks show that 
if the solution (6.8) corresponding to Ai is added to the solution (6.8) corre- 
sponding to --hj multiplied by (- l),+l, we have n2 linearly independent solutions 
of (6.3) given by 
which satisfy the condition Ey,,(r/2) = &(7/2). This condition is precisely 
condition (6.2); it therefore follows that 
’ (a - T’2)“-” [&(a-7/2)L;,r + (- ,),+i e-“j(“-‘/2)J,f;l.T,], 
(q _ i)! 
(6.12) 
for q = I,..., nir, Cf=, n,’ = mi , Czj mj = 2n2, are n2 linearly independent 
solutions of (5.10’). Hence, we have shown that equation (6.1’) has n2 linearly 
independent solutions given by equation (6.12), where the generalized eigen- 
matrix pairs (Lji,, , &ri,S) satisfy equation (6.10) for one of the elements of the 
pair (Aj , --hj), each of which is a solution of equation (6.7). 
Making use of the above results, it is clear that the functional differential 
equation (5.2) with initial condition (5.3) has a unique solution P(a) defined 
for -c0<c~<co. 
7. THE MATRIX FUNCTION P(cY) AND ITS PROPERTIES 
In this section we show that the solution P(a) of (6.1) has an integral represen 
tation which is particularly useful for our purposes. To this end consider the 
matrix function p(a) defined by 
pw = jox YT@) eu0WY(/3 - a) err(beu) d/3, iz > 0, (7.1) 
where W is an arbitrary symmetric matrix, Y(j3) is the solution of equation (2.6) 
and ~1 = -y - 26, E > 0. This integral always converges since, for every 
E > 0, we have Ij Y(/3)/1 < I?e(y+f)fl for some I? > 1. 
From (7.1) it immediately follows that 
P(0) = P(0) = La Y=(p) eJJBWY(f3) e@ d/3, (7.2) 
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and that 
w = Srn WB> e@JWY(p - a) eu(B-0) dfl = 
x s 
m YT(a + 0 e@(a+E) WY( E) euE de 
0 
= P’(-a), 
(7.3) 
--oo<a<aJ. 
We now show that P”(a) satisfies the equatioti 
P(a) - euTATPT(7 - 0~) = (BT + ~1) P(a) + (CT + pP) epTPT(7 - a), 
O<CL<T. (7.4) 
Indeed, using equation (2.6) in the definition of P”(a), we have 
- 
s 
m yT(/?) epsWe@(“-a)Y(/3 - 01- T)A d/3 
0 
+ Jbm s” Yr(j3) eu6We@(~-Or)Y@ - [)B d[ d/2 
oi 
+ im I:-’ YT@) errsWeu(s-ol)Y(/3 - . f  - T)C df dfl. 
The order of integration in the last two terms can be interchanged, yielding 
- e!-W 
s 
m Yr@) e”~We“@-~-~)Y(lg - 01 - 7)/l dp 
0 
or 
+ jrn [la Yr@) e“flW~(fI--(-~)Y(~ - 5 - T) d/3] Ceu(F--d+T) dt 
a f-7 
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Every term in (7.5) is an absolutely continuous function; hence differentiation 
of (7.5) gives 
; P(cx) = - eu* [$ P(a + T)] A - P(a)B - e4+ A- T)C 
-P e-us ( s m Y’(p) eu8Weus(Z + A) ~$3 0 
or 
or 
& P(a) = - err7 [$ &a + T)] A - P(a)Z3 - eg7P(a -f T)C 
- CL(&) + euT&y + 44 
& P(a) + eu7 [$ P(LX + T)] A = -P(a)(B + pZ) - P(a + T)(C $- pA)eu7 
or 
P’(a) + eu7P’(a + T)A = -&a)(B + pZ) - P(a + T)(C + pA)euT. 
We have, therefore, that P(cY) satisfies the equation 
P’(--a) + euTp(-a + T)A = -p(--ar)(B + pZ) - p(-a + T)(C + pA)eu’; 
but using property (7.3), we obtain that 
Hence 
Py-a) = - $ q-a) = - $ P(a) = -P(a). 
-p’(a) + euTP”I(-a + T)A = --p=(a)@ + pZ) - P(-LY + T)(C + pA)euT 
or 
P(a) - euTATP(7 - a)A = (BT + pZ) P(a) + eu7(CT + pA*) P(T - a). 
Because of the uniqueness of the solutions of (5.2)-(5.3), it is seen that P(a) 
defined by (7.1) is the unique solution of (5.2)-(5.3) with the initial condition 
prescribed by (7.2). 
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We now proceed to show that the following relationship is satisfied: 
2 = (W + /AI) E’(0) + P(O)(B + PI> 
+ errT(CT + pLAT) P(T) + e@TF(T)(C + @I) 
+ etiTATP(7-)(B + ~1) + ewT(B* + ~1) QT)A 
+ e2uTArP”(0)(C + pA) + e2uT(CT + ,uAT) p(O)A = - W. (7.6) 
Indeed, using p(O) and P”(T) given by (7.1) and the relation 
ezuT&O) = sg Y*(P - T) euBWY(/3 - T)epQ d/z?, 
0 
it is easy to see 2 can be represented as 
Z = s oa [FY(p) + C*YT(/3 - T)] eUsWepfl[Y(/3) + Y(/3 - T)A] d/3 
+ LW VT(B) + ATYT(B - 41 euBWe”B[Y(p)B + Y(p - T)C] d/? 
+ 5% La [Yr(B) + ATYT(B - T)] eusWeuB[Y(P) + Y(lg - 7)A] dp. 
Making use of (2.8), we have that 
2 = jam -$jW(P) + ATUT@ - T)] eusWeuB[Y(/3) + Y(fl - T)A]] d/3, 
from where it follows that 2 = - W. 
We remark that to each constant symmetric positive definite matrix W there 
corresponds a matrix function P(cy) given by (7.1). This matrix p(a) is the 
unique solution of (5.2)-(5.3) with the initial condition prescribed by P”(0) = 
p(O)T = Jr Y’(/?) e”8WY@) err@ d/3 which is necessarily positive definite. 
Conversely, to each P(0) = P’(0) = PO, equations (5.2)-(5.3) have a unique 
differentiable solution P(a) which, through (7.6) defines a unique symmetric 
matrix W with the property that for this W, (7.1) gives the unique solution for 
(5.2)-(5.3) with the prescribed initial condition. It follows that the map W-+ P”(O), 
defined by 
P(0) = jaw YT(@ e”BWY@) ep@ d/3, 
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as a map on the space of n x n symmetric matrices is one-to-one, onto, and it 
maps positive definite matrices W into positive definite matrices P”(0). 
8. STRUCTURE OF THE LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL AND ITS DERIVATIVE 
The characterization given in the previous sections for the matrix function 
II’(a) permit us to put into evidence the particular structure of the Liapunov 
functional (5.1) and its derivative (5.4). In fact, the substitution of the representa- 
tion (7.1) for P(X) into the Liapunov functional (5. l), yields 
V(4) = c$~(O) M+(O) + cur So 4T(e) Re2ue+(B) de 
-T 
+ cur 
s 
O 4”(O) Sezpe+‘(t9) de 
--I 
+ Srn fP(P) + w - TV1 W) 
0 
+ j” Y(/? - 01 - ~)[Cq5(a) - A+‘(a)] da/’ WezuB 
-7 
* [Y(P) + w - M b(O) ! 
But this functional, using (2.5), can be represented as 
where x~+~(O) is the solution of (2.1)--(2.2) for p > 0 with initial condition 
x&9), --7 < e < 0. 
In an analogous manner, using the above notation, equation (5.4) can be 
rewritten as 
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V(xJ = - 2/&P&) 
+ XiyO)[- w + (AT + pl)M + M(A + pl) + 2P(R + BTSB)] Xi(O) 
- euT[xtT(0), -euTxtT( -7), -e-L”Qt’tT( -T)] 
R + BTSB [M + elLBTS]C -[M + ewTBTS]A x43 
CT[M + eu7SB] R - e24’TSC e2uTCTSA -e-PTxt(-7) . 
-AT[M + euTSB] e2uTATSC S - eau7ATSA I[ 1 -e-u7Rt(-7) 
@2) 
9. BOUNDS FOR THE LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL AND ITS DERIVATIVE 
The structure of the Liapunov functional (5.1) and its derivative (5.4) 
developed in the previous sections allows us to establish that it is always 
possible to choose positive definite matrices M, R, S and W (and therefore P(a)) 
so that bounds of the form (5.6) and (5.7) always hold. For this purpose, first 
we will show that there exist positive constants cr , c2 such that 
for all + E B(.&). 
Denote by &in(M) and h-(M) the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of 
the positive definite matrix M, the corresponding notation to be used for the 
positive definite matrices R, S and W. 
From (8.1) it immediately follows that 
Using (2.4), it is easily seen that 
Thus, from (8.1) it follows that 
VW G [ max(X,,(M), el”/7hmax(R), el~lTh,,(S)) + ‘q K2] I/ + 11% . 
The desired values of c r , c$ will therefore be given by 
cl = min(A, n(M), e-~~~T~m~n(R), e-1u1T&n(S)), 
and 
c2 = max(h,,,(M), el’+h-(R), elulTX,,,(S)) +‘q P. 
Secondly, we proceed to show that equation (5.7) always holds. Equation (8.2) 
409/71/I-9 
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shows that we only need to choose the positive definition matrices IV, R, 5’ 
and M in such a manner that the function 
/2,(x,(O), q-7), k&7)) = [.x$(O), -e-@TxtT(--T), -e-“‘3i.tT(-T)] 
I 
W - (AT + pI)M - M(A + pI) [M + euTBTS] Ct+ 
- (R + BTSB)euT 
CT[M + e~rSB]eu7 
-AT[M + euTSB]euT 
[R - e2%YSC]eCL7 
e3uTATSC 
-[M + PB~S] -4euT 40) 
e3uTrSA I[ 1 - -eu7xtT( - T) [S - e2~TATSL4]e~T -e-uT3;‘tT(-T) 
is nonnegative. We note that this form can be rewritten as 
uM% %(-4, 4-4 
= euT[xtT(0)(M + FB*S), -e-uTxtT(-T)CT, -e-uTktT(-7)AT] 
-I 
Se2ur 
61Se2uT 
+ .g(0) (w - (AT + ,d)M - M(A + PI) - (R + BTSB)euT 
- euT(M + eurB*S) (I + $ S-‘e-“@‘) (M + efiTSB)) q(O) 
+ e-Yx,*(-7) [R - CT ( SeBur + I + -$ Se2@T) C] Xt(-5-) 
+ e-“Tff,(--7)[S - (1 + EJ e2uTA*SA] a+-~), (9.2) 
where <I is an arbitrary positive number. 
First of all, note that since the spectral radius of euTA is strictly less than one, 
then for .zl > 0 sufficiently small there always exist a positive definite matrix S 
such that 
S - (1 + cl) e2@TATSA > 0. 
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Now we choose R as 
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R is then a positive definite matrix. 
The matrix 
W - (A* + p.I)M - M(A + ,uI) - (R + BTSB)epr 
- eu7(M + ewTB*S) (I + i S-le-2~*) (M + e~7SB) 
will certainly be positive definite by taking M = I and W = k,I, k, > 0 
sufficiently large. 
Finally, from the particular form of the first term in (9.2) it is easily seen that 
this term is positive semidefinite. 
In this manner, it is seen that the form &(x,(O), x~(--T), L&(-T)) can be 
always made nonnegative. 
All the above results can thus be summarized in the form of a 
THEOREM 2. Consider the matrix neutral diff’erence-d@rential equation with 
one delay 
z?(t) + An(t - 7) = Bx(t) + Cx(t - T) 
and the Liapunov functional given by equation (5. I). Let 
y  = max{Re h 1 det[h(l + Ae+) - B - Cc-AT] = 0} 
and E > 0. Then there exist constant positive dejnite matrices M, R and S, and a 
diSferentiable matrix P(E), 0 < 01 < r, with P(0) = P(0)T such that the functional 
V is positive definite, bounded above, and 
Y < 2(r + .)V. 
Note that, if y  < 0, then the above result yields exponential asymptotic 
stability. 
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